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Motivation: linking genome structural variation to function and disease

• The role of genome 
structural variation in 
disease remains poorly 
understood.

• Often a feature of 
complex genomic regions 
such as segmental 
duplications.

• Example:  the Dantu blood 
group variant protects
against malaria

Leffler et al Science 2017

Algady et al AJHG 2018

DUP4 
individual

Dantu NE 
individual



Example: 
Immunoglobulin 
kappa chain locus 
chromosome 2
Build 38 vs HV31 comparison

Each point is a 50-
basepair segment 
(50-mer) shared 
identically between 
the two genomes

Complex inverted repeats
containing the main IGK genes

Build 38 assembly gaps (missing sequence)

Structural 
variation



• Targets of longstanding selection pressures due to pathogens and autoimmunity

• High genetic diversity

• Complex genome structure including multilevel repeats, mediating structural variation.
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A Novel Framework for
Characterizing Genomic Haplotype
Diversity in the Human
Immunoglobulin Heavy Chain Locus
Oscar L. Rodriguez1, William S. Gibson2, Tom Parks3, Matthew Emery1, James Powell1,

Maya Strahl1, Gintaras Deikus1, Kathryn Auckland3, Evan E. Eichler4,5,

Wayne A. Marasco6, Robert Sebra1,7, Andrew J. Sharp1, Melissa L. Smith1,2,7* ,

Ali Bashir1* and Corey T. Watson2*

1 Department of Genetics and Genomic Sciences, Icahn School of Medicine at Mount Sinai, New York, NY, United States,
2 Department of Biochemistry and Molecular Genetics, University of Louisville School of Medicine, Louisville, KY,
United States, 3 Wellcome Centre for Human Genetics, University of Oxford, Oxford, United Kingdom, 4 Department
of Genome Sciences, University of Washington School of Medicine, Seattle, WA, United States, 5 Howard Hughes Medical
Institute, University of Washington, Seattle, WA, United States, 6 Department of Cancer Immunology and AIDS, Dana-Farber
Cancer Institute, Department of Medicine, Harvard Medical School, Boston, MA, United States, 7 Icahn Institute of Data
Science and Genomic Technology, New York, NY, United States

An incomplete ascertainment of genetic variation within the highly polymorphic

immunoglobulin heavy chain locus (IGH) has hindered our ability to define genetic factors

that influence antibody-mediated processes. Due to locus complexity, standard high-

throughput approaches have failed to accurately and comprehensively capture IGH

polymorphism. As a result, the locus has only been fully characterized two times,

severely limiting our knowledge of human IGH diversity. Here, we combine targeted

long-read sequencing with a novel bioinformatics tool, IGenotyper, to fully characterize

IGH variation in a haplotype-specific manner. We apply this approach to eight human

samples, including a haploid cell line and two mother-father-child trios, and demonstrate

the ability to generate high-quality assemblies (>98% complete and >99% accurate),

genotypes, and gene annotations, identifying 2 novel structural variants and 15 novel

IGH alleles. We show multiplexing allows for scaling of the approach without impacting

data quality, and that our genotype call sets are more accurate than short-read (>35%

increase in true positives and >97% decrease in false-positives) and array/imputation-

based datasets. This framework establishes a desperately needed foundation for

leveraging IG genomic data to study population-level variation in antibody-mediated

immunity, critical for bettering our understanding of disease risk, and responses to

vaccines and therapeutics.

Keywords: immunoglobulin heavy chain locus, single nucleotide variation, structural variation, antibody, B cell
receptor, long-read sequencing
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HUMAN GENOMICS

The complete sequence of a human genome
Sergey Nurk1†, Sergey Koren1†, Arang Rhie1†, Mikko Rautiainen1†, Andrey V. Bzikadze2, Alla Mikheenko3,
Mitchell R. Vollger4, Nicolas Altemose5, Lev Uralsky6,7, Ariel Gershman8, Sergey Aganezov9‡,
Savannah J. Hoyt10, Mark Diekhans11, Glennis A. Logsdon4, Michael Alonge9, Stylianos E. Antonarakis12,
Matthew Borchers13, Gerard G. Bouffard14, Shelise Y. Brooks14, Gina V. Caldas15, Nae-Chyun Chen9,
Haoyu Cheng16,17, Chen-Shan Chin18, William Chow19, Leonardo G. de Lima13, Philip C. Dishuck4,
Richard Durbin19,20, Tatiana Dvorkina3, Ian T. Fiddes21, Giulio Formenti22,23, Robert S. Fulton24,
Arkarachai Fungtammasan18, Erik Garrison11,25, Patrick G. S. Grady10, Tina A. Graves-Lindsay26,
Ira M. Hall27, Nancy F. Hansen28, Gabrielle A. Hartley10, Marina Haukness11, Kerstin Howe19,
Michael W. Hunkapiller29, Chirag Jain1,30, Miten Jain11, Erich D. Jarvis22,23, Peter Kerpedjiev31,
Melanie Kirsche9, Mikhail Kolmogorov32, Jonas Korlach29, Milinn Kremitzki26, Heng Li16,17,
Valerie V. Maduro33, Tobias Marschall34, Ann M. McCartney1, Jennifer McDaniel35, Danny E. Miller4,36,
James C. Mullikin14,28, Eugene W. Myers37, Nathan D. Olson35, Benedict Paten11, Paul Peluso29,
Pavel A. Pevzner32, David Porubsky4, Tamara Potapova13, Evgeny I. Rogaev6,7,38,39, Jeffrey A. Rosenfeld40,
Steven L. Salzberg9,41, Valerie A. Schneider42, Fritz J. Sedlazeck43, Kishwar Shafin11, Colin J. Shew44,
Alaina Shumate41, Ying Sims19, Arian F. A. Smit45, Daniela C. Soto44, Ivan Sović29,46, Jessica M. Storer45,
Aaron Streets5,47, Beth A. Sullivan48, Françoise Thibaud-Nissen42, James Torrance19, Justin Wagner35,
Brian P.Walenz1, Aaron Wenger29, Jonathan M. D. Wood19, Chunlin Xiao42, Stephanie M. Yan49,
Alice C. Young14, Samantha Zarate9, Urvashi Surti50, Rajiv C. McCoy49, Megan Y. Dennis44,
Ivan A. Alexandrov3,7,51, Jennifer L. Gerton13,52, Rachel J. O’Neill10, Winston Timp8,41, Justin M. Zook35,
Michael C. Schatz9,49, Evan E. Eichler4,53*, Karen H. Miga11,54*, Adam M. Phillippy1*

Since its initial release in 2000, the human reference genome has covered only the euchromatic fraction of
the genome, leaving important heterochromatic regions unfinished. Addressing the remaining 8% of the
genome, the Telomere-to-Telomere (T2T) Consortium presents a complete 3.055 billion–base pair sequence
of a human genome, T2T-CHM13, that includes gapless assemblies for all chromosomes except Y, corrects
errors in the prior references, and introduces nearly 200 million base pairs of sequence containing 1956 gene
predictions, 99 of which are predicted to be protein coding. The completed regions include all centromeric
satellite arrays, recent segmental duplications, and the short arms of all five acrocentric chromosomes,
unlocking these complex regions of the genome to variational and functional studies.

T
he current human reference genomewas
released by the Genome Reference Con-
sortium (GRC) in 2013 andmost recently
patched in 2019 (GRCh38.p13) (1). This
reference traces its origin to the publicly

funded Human Genome Project (2) and has
been continually improved over the past two
decades. Unlike the competing Celera effort
(3) and most modern sequencing projects
based on “shotgun” sequence assembly (4),

the GRC assembly was constructed from se-
quenced bacterial artificial chromosomes
(BACs) that were ordered and oriented along
the human genome by means of radiation hy-
brid, genetic linkage, and fingerprint maps.
However, limitations of BAC cloning led to
anunderrepresentation of repetitive sequences,
and the opportunistic assembly of BACs de-
rived from multiple individuals resulted in a
mosaic of haplotypes. As a result, several GRC
assembly gaps are unsolvable because of in-
compatible structural polymorphisms on their
flanks, and many other repetitive and poly-
morphic regions were left unfinished or in-
correctly assembled (5).
The GRCh38 reference assembly contains

151 mega–base pairs (Mbp) of unknown se-
quence distributed throughout the genome,
including pericentromeric and subtelomeric
regions, recent segmental duplications, ampli-
conic gene arrays, and ribosomal DNA (rDNA)
arrays, all of which are necessary for funda-
mental cellular processes (Fig. 1A). Some of the
largest reference gaps include human satellite
(HSat) repeat arrays and the short arms of all
five acrocentric chromosomes, which are repre-
sented in GRCh38 as multimegabase stretches
of unknown bases (Fig. 1, B and C). In addi-
tion to these apparent gaps, other regions of
GRCh38 are artificial or are otherwise in-
correct. For example, the centromeric alpha
satellite arrays are represented as computa-
tionally generated models of alpha satellite
monomers to serve as decoys for resequencing
analyses (6), and sequence assigned to the
short arm of chromosome 21 appears falsely
duplicated and poorly assembled (7). When
comparedwith other humangenomes,GRCh38
also shows a genome-wide deletion bias that
is indicative of incomplete assembly (8). De-
spite finishing efforts from both the Human
GenomeProject (9) andGRC (1) that improved
the quality of the reference, there was limited

COMPLETING THE HUMAN GENOME
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The immunoglobulin heavy chain locus: genetic variation, missing
data, and implications for human disease
CT Watson and F Breden

The immunoglobulin (IG) loci consist of repeated and highly homologous sets of genes of different types, variable (V), diversity (D)
and junction (J), that rearrange in developing B cells to produce an individual’s highly variable repertoire of expressed antibodies,
designed to bind to a vast array of pathogens. This repeated structure makes these loci susceptible to a high frequency of insertion
and deletion events through evolutionary time, and also makes them difficult to characterize at the genomic level or assay with
high-throughput techniques. Given the central role of antibodies in the adaptive immune system, it is not surprising that early
candidate gene approaches showed that germline polymorphisms in these regions correlated with susceptibility to both infectious
and autoimmune diseases. However, more recent studies, particularly those using high-throughput genome-wide arrays, have
failed to implicate these loci in disease. In this review of the IG heavy chain variable gene cluster (IGHV), we examine how poorly we
understand the distribution of haplotype variation in this genomic region, and we argue that this lack of information may mask
candidate loci in the IGHV gene cluster as causative factors for infectious and autoimmune diseases.

Genes and Immunity (2012) 13, 363–373; doi:10.1038/gene.2012.12; published online 3 May 2012

Keywords: immunoglobulin heavy chain locus; copy number variation; SNP; antibody; human disease; GWAS

INTRODUCTION
Immunoglobulins (IG) or antibodies are antigen receptors
expressed by B cells and secreted by plasma cells and represent
one of the major components of the adaptive immune response.1

An IG comprises two identical heavy chains associated with two
identical light chains. Each chain has a variable domain at its
N-terminal end and a constant region at its C-terminal end. Genes
that encode the IG are located at three primary loci in the human
genome, IGH (14q32.33), IGK (2p11.2), and IGL (22q11.2).2 Each of
these loci consists of variable (V), diversity (D; only for IGH), joining
(J) and constant (C) genes. Like the related T-cell antigen receptors
expressed by T lymphocytes,3 the first step in the biosynthesis of
the variable domain occurs when one V, one D (for IGH) and one J
gene are somatically rearranged at the DNA genomic level.4 This is
followed by the transcription of a pre-messenger RNA containing
the rearranged V-D-J and one IGHC (for the heavy chains), or the
rearranged V-J and IGKC or IGLC (for the light chains kappa and
lambda, respectively), then the splicing and translation to
synthesize a heavy or a light chain, respectively.2,4 The
combinatorial pairing of the heavy and light chains, together
with the combinatorial and junctional diversity of each chain,
creates an impressively variable expressed antibody repertoire
poised to recognize a suite of pathogen-associated antigens.2

The important role of antibodies in the immune system is
evidenced by the extensive variability in IG genes at the genomic
level, the result of gene duplication and point mutation. Indeed, IG
loci are among the most dynamic regions of the human genome,
known to exhibit high allelic and copy number variation (CNV).
Importantly, germline variation contributes to differences in
antibody function,5 and is also reflected in interindividual
variation of expressed naive antibody repertoires,6,7 which are
now known to be heritable.7 Despite the primary role of

antibodies in the adaptive immune system, few connections
between specific IG polymorphisms and disease have been
unequivocally established. Most known associations were
discovered using candidate gene approaches, and have not
been confirmed by subsequent candidate gene studies or in more
recent genome-wide association studies (GWAS). However, the
underlying reasons for these discrepancies are unclear. In this
review, we focus our attention on the IG heavy chain variable gene
cluster (IGHV) (the most extensively studied of the IG loci), and
discuss the extent of known genetic variation at this locus,
including the lack of genomic/genetic data, particularly with
respect to complex structural variants. We also review previously
reported IGHV genetic associations with disease, and discuss how
the lack of data on CNV and large structurally variant haplotypes
limits our ability to rigorously test such associations. Through the
use of newly released variant calls from the 1000 genomes (1KG)
project,8 we explore the efficacy of single-nucleotide polymor-
phism (SNP) arrays used in GWAS to genotype known genetic
polymorphisms in the IGHV gene region; we argue that
shortcomings of these arrays may in part explain the lack of
positive IGHV disease associations reported in recent years. Finally,
we discuss future prospects for describing uncharacterized
haplotypes and population variation in the IGHV gene cluster,
the description of which will be vital for completing genomic tools
and resources in this locus and improving our understanding of
the roles of these genes in B-cell biology and human disease.

GERMLINE VARIATION IN THE IGHV GENE REGION
Matsuda et al.9 reported the first ‘full-length’ B0.95-Mb V, D, and
J gene-containing region of the IGH locus, using large-insert
clones (P1, YACs and cosmids) from three different libraries. This

Department of Biological Sciences, Simon Fraser University, Burnaby, BC, Canada. Correspondence: C Watson and Dr F Breden, Department of Biological Sciences, Simon Fraser
University, 8888 University Drive, Burnaby, BC, Canada V5A 1S6.
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What is it about these regions?

Kos et al 2022

Genomic variation in these regions is poorly understood



Pathogen genomes are not immune to complex variation

A structural variant of the 
P.falciparum genome
involved in human-malaria 
interaction 



Evaluate the use of 3rd-generation sequencing technologies to 
map structural variation in complex biomedically important 
regions.

Using a single healthy European volunteer, codenamed HV31

Link to genome function.

A resource of genomic data on a single healthy individual - HV31



A resource of genomic data on a single healthy volunteer - HV31

• 10X linked reads (~40x)

Short read genomic sequencing:

Long read genomic sequencing:

Linked-read genomic sequencing:

• PacBio continuous long reads (~35x)
• Nanopore reads (~63x)
• PacBio ‘HiFi’ reads (~12x)

• Illumina Novaseq (~40x)
• MGI (~150x)

• Bionano (~150x coverage by imaged fragments)

Genome optical mapping:

Image credit: By Dr Graham Beards - Own work, CC BY-SA 3.0, https://commons.wikimedia.org/w/index.php?curid=20521950

monocyte

monocyte

Data on genome function:
• RNA-seq, ATAC-seq, ChIP-seq:

CD4+ “helper T cell” 
CD8+ “killer T cell”
CD19+ B cells
CD14+ monocytes

Data available through EGA (EGAS00001005046)

+ more data coming on newer ONT 
and PacBio versions.

Aim: evaluate use of these 
technologies, in particular for mapping 
structural variation.



Quick survey of technologies - Illumina

Technology Spotlight: Illumina® Sequencing

    Figure 6: Denature the Double-Standed Molecules  

 

Denaturation leaves single-stranded templates anchored to the substrate.

    Figure 7: Complete Ampli!cation  

 

Several million dense clusters of double-stranded DNA are generated in 
each channel of the !ow cell.

      Figure 8: Determine First Base  

 

The "rst sequencing cycle begins by adding four labeled reversible  
terminators, primers, and DNA polymerase.

Attached

Attached

Clusters

Laser

      Figure 9: Image First Base  

After laser excitation, the emitted !uorescence from each cluster is captured 
and the "rst base is identi"ed.

Illumina short-read sequencing 
makes essential use of 
amplification of short fragments

They are sequenced in “lockstep“ 
by polymerase incorporation of 
labelled bases

Quality drops off as sequencing 
proceeds along the read due to 
molecules getting out of sync

=> Short reads (e.g. 150bp paired end) 



Figure: Rhoads and Fai Au 2015

Pacbio: single DNA molecules 
are trapped in individual wells 
with polymerase, which 
incorporates fluorescent bases.

PacBio continuous long 
read (CLR)
Up to 100s of kb

Quick survey of technologies – Long reads

Figure: Wang et al 2021

ONT: single DNA molecules are 
drawn through small pores.  
Ionic current flow is measured.

Nanopore (ONT)
Up to 100s of kb - or 
maybe even Mb



Figure: Rhoads and Fai Au 2015

Pacbio: single DNA molecules 
are trapped in individual wells 
with polymerase, which 
incorporates fluorescent bases.

PacBio continuous long 
read (CLR)
Up to 100s of kb

Quick survey of technologies – Long reads

Figure: Wang et al 2021

ONT: single DNA molecules are 
drawn through small pores.  
Ionic current flow is measured.

Nanopore (ONT)
Up to 100s of kb - or 
maybe even Mb

+ Long (100s of kb) sequencing lengths
+ Use of unamplified DNA
+ Software improvements might lead to 
new inference on existing data

Pros and cons:
- High error rates
- Poor at calling homopolymer length



Figure: Rhoads and Fai Au 2015

Pacbio: single DNA molecules 
are trapped in individual wells 
with polymerase, which 
incorporates fluorescent bases.

PacBio continuous long 
read (CLR)
Up to 100s of kb

Quick survey of technologies – Long reads

Figure: Wang et al 2021

ONT: single DNA molecules are 
drawn through small pores.  
Ionic current flow is measured.

Nanopore (ONT)
Up to 100s of kb - or 
maybe even Mb

PacBio – ‘HiFi’ / circular 
consensus sequencing
Size-selected to (say) 10kb circularised DNA

Consensus ‘HiFi’ read generated 
in software from ~10-15 fold
coverage of same molecule



A crude quality comparison

Kmer frequency histogram
Computed using jellyfish2

Count occurences of 31 bp kmers in 
reads.  Those with low counts are 
probably errors.

@~40x

“What proportion of sequenced kmers are correct?” 



Kmer frequency histogram
Computed using jellyfish2:

Count occurences of 31 bp kmers in 
reads.  Those with low counts are 
probably errors.

About 8% of 31bp kmers in unfiltered 
reads look like errors.

Base error rate ~ 0.082/31 = 0.26%

i.e. ~ one error in 400bp

@~40x

150bp PE

A crude quality comparison



@~40x

Also about 8% of 31bp kmers in unfiltered 
reads look like errors.

Base error rate ~ 0.078/4 = 0.25%

i.e. ~ one error in 400bp

@~12x

10kb size-selected

About 8% of 31bp kmers in unfiltered 
reads look like errors.

Base error rate ~ 0.082/31 = 0.26%

i.e. ~ one error in 400bp

150bp PE

A crude quality comparison



Nanopore @~63x PacBio CLR  @~35x

In R9 nanopore or Pacbio CLR, most kmers contain errors

A crude quality comparison



Nanopore @~63x

A crude quality comparison

Most errors are in 
homopolymer repeats

Nanopore @~63x PacBio CLR  @~35x



Technology improvements may change this picture

We are working to evaluate new iterations 
of the Oxford Nanopore and Pacbio
technologies.  Chemistry and software 
improvements may change this picture.

In regions where reads can be effectively aligned the errors can 
often be dealt with by consensus accuracy.

What about complex regions? 



(Aside – Linked reads and optical mapping)

Bionano Saphyr chips utilize 
hundreds of thousands of massively 
parallel nanochannels that linearize 
long, labeled DNA molecules, 
allowing the Saphyr Instrument to 
directly image your samples. 

“ We need research data on structural 
variants like OGM provides, to 
ultimately help patients. It has the 
potential to change the way we 
diagnose diseases and eventually 
how we manage them.” 

   Dr. Rashmi Kanagal-Shamanna 
The University of Texas, M.D. Anderson Cancer Center

Saphyr Chip’s Nanochannel Technology 
Keeps DNA Intact

Saphyr Chip’s nanochannels allow only a single linearized DNA 
molecule to travel through while preventing the molecule from 
tangling or folding back on itself. This nanofluidic environment 
allows molecules to move swiftly through hundreds of thousands 
of parallel nanochannels simultaneously, enabling high-throughput 
processing to build an accurate Bionano genome map.

Experience the Power of Saphyr Chips®

SAPHYR CHIP FEATURES:

4

Enhanced optics with adaptive loading of 
DNA utilizing machine learning

Fast sample loading

Automatic optimization of run conditions 
to maximize throughput 

Saphyr Chip Clip protects 
sample integrity

Linked reads = short-read
sequencing, with fragments 
barcoded according to the long 
(~100kb) molecule they 
originate from

Optical mapping: individual long 
(100s of kb) molecules drawn 
through channels, with imaging 
of a specific 6bp motif.



Application: assemble core regions underlying the immune system

We used project data to attempt to de novo assemble eight regions that encode 
important components of the immune system:

Zhang et al PLoS Comp Biol 2021

Human Leukocyte Antigen 
(HLA)

Immunoglobulin heavy and light chains 
(IGH, IGK, IGL)

Killer cell immunoglobulin-like 
receptors (KIRs)

T cell receptors (TRG, TRA/D, TRB)

We based the assembly around the PacBio HiFi data using other data to further improve 
and validate the assembly.

We then assessed heterozygous and homozygous structural variation  relative to the 
genome reference assembly.



Zhang et al PLoS Comp Biol 2021

Most regions assembled in one contig (do still have 
contig breaks in IGK and IGKL).

Estimated error rate < 1 in 10kb - provided you 
believe we got the structure right.



Large structural rearrangements 
seen in this single individual across 
most regions.



Large structural rearrangements 
seen in this single individual across 
most regions.

Warning: genome is diploid but 
assembly isn’t!



How do we know our structure is right?

Idea: compare assembly kmer multiplicity to kmer counts from all the 
short-read data (~150x kmer coverage) as validation.

Kmer histogram from 
short-read data
as on earlier slide



Validating the assembly structure

Idea: compare assembly kmer multiplicity to kmer counts from all the 
short-read data (~150x kmer coverage) as validation.



Validating the assembly structure

Shown below for part of IGH region 



Validating the assembly structure: a heterozygous SV

b38
HV31



Validating the assembly structure: a heterozygous SV

b38
HV31

Unassembled haplotype has 3 copies

HV31 (haplotype 2)



Example: 
Immunoglobulin 
kappa chain locus 
chromosome 2
Build 38 vs HV31 comparison

Each point is a 50-
basepair segment 
(50-mer) shared 
identically between 
the two genomes

Build 38 assembly gaps (missing sequence)



Filling the gaps – IGK region

b38

HV31

~650kb gap is filled with satellite repeats – but also unique sequence! 
”115 imperfect tandem copies of 6 kb repeat units containing a 22bp signature from HSat2B family”



HV31 as a resource

• Bionano optical mapping (~150x coverage by imaged fragments)
• 10X linked reads (~40x)

Short reads:

Long reads:

Linked reads and optical mapping:

• PacBio - continuous long reads (~35x)
• Nanopore reads (~63x)
• PacBio - ‘HiFi’ reads (~12x)
• Coming soon! New ONT and Pacbio data – better accuracy + methylation!

• Illumina and CoolMPS, to ~200x

Functional data
• ATAC-seq, ChIP-seq for histone modifications, RNA-seq in immune cell type
• Coming soon! Long-read transcripts.



Future work…

• We are continuing to evaluate these technologies

• New iterations have better error rates and they call methylation

• Ongoing work to build the data into a joined-up resource, 
including functional data aligned to personal genomes.

• Remaining methodological issues around scaling up and 
resolving diploid sequence.



Pacbio methylation calls
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